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Function Theory for a Class of Elliptic Systems in the Plane* 
GEWD N. HILE 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Cauchy-Riemann equations assume the complex form 
fz + ;f, = 0. (l-1) 
In [4] Douglis developed an analogue of analytic function theory for a more 
general elliptic system in the plane of the form 
fr + ;f, + QEfz -I- bEfv = 0. (1.2) 
Here E is an m x 112 constant nilpotent matrix (E’ = 0 for some positive 
integer I*), f is an 77~ x 1 vector, and n and b are complex valued functions 
of x and y. The system (1.2), called a generalized BeZtmmi s~~tern, is a natural 
one to consider because it arises from the reduction of a general elliptic system, 
fz + Bf, = Cf, (1.3) 
to a standar-d canonical form. (Matrices B and C are 772 x PZ, variable, and 
B has no real eigenvalues.) The canonical form consists of subsystems of the 
type (see [4ID 
fz + if, + nEf, + bEfy = zero order terms. (1.4) 
The reduction involves changes in both the dependent and independent 
variables, along with the reduction of the matrix B to Jordan canonical form 
by a transformation of the type J = SBS-l for some matrix S of class Cl. 
Unfortunately, if B is variable and has multiple eigenvalues the transforming 
matrix S is not necessarily of class Cl even if B itseif is of class Cl. (See [9] 
for a simple 2 x 2 example of such a matrix B.) Even when B is a constant 
matrix the transforming matrix S can be very difficult to determine since 
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the procedure requires a knowledge of the eigenvalues and generalized eigen- 
vectors of B. Thus it is of value to study systems which do not assume a standard 
canonical form. 
In [S] a function theory was developed for the elliptic system 
fx + Mf, = 0 (1.5) 
where M is an m x m constant matrix with no real eigenvalues. Solutions 
of (1.5) are called M-analytic, and possess properties closely analogous to 
those of analytic functions. For the theory of (1.5) the matrix variable Z = 
xl - yd/f-’ plays a crucial role, similar to that played by x = x + iy in analytic 
function theory. Solutions of (1.5) h ave a Cauchy integral representation and 
Taylor series and Laurent series expansions in terms of the variable Z. 
In this paper there is developed a function theory for the more general 
elliptic system 
f= + fi?h + EPf, = 0. (1.6) 
The matrix E is nilpotent, P is variable and Holder-continuous, and the nz x m 
matrices M, E, and P commute with one another. The development proceeds 
in a way similar to that followed by Douglis in his treatment of (1.2). (The 
system (1.2) can be viewed as a special case of (1.6) if it is changed into the form 
and we espand 
fz + (I + aE)-l(iI + bE) f, = 0 
(I + aE)-l = I - uE + (LzE)~ - ... + (- l)‘-r(aE)T-l.) 
For solutions of (1.6) one has a Cauchy integral representation along with 
Taylor and Laurent series expansions. 
Results here and particularly those on M-analytic functions are related 
to work in [7] for elliptic systems in n independent variables. There a Taylor 
series expansion is obtained for solutions of the elliptic system in R”, 
f+ + n/rf,c, + ... + il&fZ,& = 0 (1.7) 
where each m x m matrix ilfk , 2 < k < n, is constant and f is an m x 1 
vector. (By “elliptic” it is meant that no nontrivial real linear combination 
of the All,‘s has a real eigenvalue.) Solutions of (1.7) can be expanded in a 
Taylor series in the (72 - 1) matrix variables 
z, E x,I - XJlfIk , 2 < k < R. 
However, it appears that one must specialize to the case n = 2 in order to 
obtain a Cauchy integral formula and Laurent series expansions in these 
variables. 
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It should also be remarked that the Douglis theory for (1.2) has been used 
to obtain a function theory for elliptic systems of the general form 
fx + ;f, + aEfx + bEfy = Af + I(f (1.8) 
where A and B are appropriate m x m matrices with variable entries. One 
has for various special cases of (1.8) a Cauchy integral representation, a similarity 
principle, and a Liouville’s theorem. See [5, 61. The theory for (1.8) is analogous 
to the so-called “pseudoanalytic function” theory of Bers [2] and Vekua [12], 
who extended analytic function theory for (1.1) to the more general system 
fz i if, = af + bf. 
It seems likely that one could utilize the present theory for (1.6) in order to 
study, for special matrices A and B, systems of the form 
fx + ilf, + EPf, = Af + Bj, 
2. PROPERTIES OF M-ANALYTIC FUIWTIONS 
Following is listed without proof some necessary function theory for M- 
analytic functions as developed in [8]. 
An M-andytic function is an wz x s matrix f = f (x, y) of class Cl, with 
real or complex entries, satisfying the equation 
fx + M-f~ = 0. WI 
The constant vz x ~rz matrix M, with real or complex entries, is assumed to 
have no real eigenvalues. Thus (2.1) is elliptic. Following procedures in complex 
variabfe theory, we identify points in R” with m x MZ matrices according to 
Since M has no real eigenvalues, 2 is invertible provided 2 f (0,O). We 
employ the usual norm in RZ, 
1 z [ = (9 + -yylf. 
We also use the matrix norm for a matrix -g = (a,$), 
!I A 11 = (trace A*A)l,” = (C 1 a,, i2)“‘. 
i,j 
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The following inequalities hold, 
Define positive constants y1 , y2 , ~a , y4 by 
Then 
Y3lZI ~ll-u <YllZl, ZER" 
Y4 I z 1-l G II Z-l II < y.2 Iz I-l, ZERO, Z f (0,O). 
(2.2) 
Further define the differential operators 
Then (2.1) becomes 
The matrix powers Zz are Al-analytic if n 2 0, and for n < 0 wherever 
Z f (0,O). Moreover, 
iz (Z”) = nZn-l, 
and solutions of (2.1) have Taylor and Laurent series expansions in the powers 
Z”. For example, if f is AI-analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, then f 
has the local expansion about the origin, 
m 
f(Z) = 1 (z~z/n!)f’“‘(o, 0) 
TL=” 
where we define 
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We define an m x ?lz matrix constant Q by 
Q-j 2-l dZ 
l.Zl=l (2.5) 
where dZ = I dx - M-l dy. The constant Q has the same significance for 
(2.1) as the constant 2~2’ has for the Cauchy-Riemann system. We also have 
Q = Jz,=Tz-ldz (2.6) 
for any positive radius Y. To verify (2.6), we write 2 in polar coordinates as 
2 = (x, y) = (r cos 8, r sin 6) = r cos BI - r sin @M-l. 
Then (2.6) is independent of Y, since 
s Z-1 & = -Iz!=r s Zn (cos BI - sin &l@-l)-l (sin 61+ cos BM-1) d@. 0 
It is proved in [S] that Q is invertible. Moreover, if all the eigenvalues of M 
have positive imaginary part, then Q = 2tiI. 
A domain Sz in R2 with boundary r will be called regzllar if it is bounded 
and r consists of a finite number of simple closed curves with piecewise con- 
tinuous tangent. We use as an integration parameter the variable 
with dS = I dt - M-l d7. The following is proved in [S]: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let w be an m x s matrix in C(a) with Sz regular. Then 
for ZE sz, 
w(z) = Q-1 j (s - Z)-1 dS w(S) + 2Q-IM-l j\ (S - Z)-l s (S) df d,. 
r *Ja 
(2.7) 
(Note: dS w(S) = Iw(s) dt - M-%(S) d+) 
COROLLARY 2.2 (Cauchy Integral Formula). Let f be &!I-analytic in G and in 
C(Q) z&h S;, Tegular. Then for Z E fin, 
f(Z) = Q-l jr (5’ - Z)-l dSf(S). (2.8) 
505/32/3-S 
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3. THE GENERATING SOLUTION 
Let L be an operator defined by 
Lw = u,, + Mew, f EPw, (3.1) 
where M is an in x ?n matrix as described in Section 2, and E and P are also 
nz x na matrices with real or complex entries. We assume that E is a constant 
nilpotent matrix satisfying, for some r >, 2, 
E’ = 0. (3.2) 
The matrix P is a variable matrix in the space Ha, by which we mean that 
there exist real constants K, (Y such that K > 0, 0 < a: < 1, and 
II P(Z) - P(S)11 < K I z - s lE for all Z, S E P. (3.3) 
Also, P vanishes outside some disk; i.e., there exists R > 0 such that 
P(Z) = 0 if 1 Z 1 > R. (3.4) 
We also assume the commutativity conditions, 
EM = ME 
MP(Z) = P(Z) M for all Z E R2 
EP(Z) = P(Z) E for all Z E Rg 
(3.5) 
P(Z) P(S) = P(S) P(Z) for all Z, S E R2 
We consider solutions w of the system 
Lw = 0 (3-h) 
where w is an m x s matrix valued function of x and y, also with real or complex 
entries. The condition (3.4) is not a great restriction if we are interested only 
in solutions of (3.6) in some bounded region of the plane. If P is any matrix 
in Ha, one can multiply P by a scalar of class Cm(P) which is identically 1 
in some bounded disk and identically zero outside a larger disk so that (3.4) 
holds and (3.5) is preserved. 
Following Doughs [4], we define a gelzerating solution: 
DEFINITION. A germating solutio?t for the operator L is an ln x 112 matrix 
valued function of the form 
p(Z) = Z + Eti(Z), 
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where Z$ is FIX x m and satisfies 
(G1) A $2, $, E He> and I,& , #, are bounded in li” 
((32) 11iy(2) = gz)M for all 2 E R’ 
WV) = W-F for all 2 E R2 
WY w9 = 9x4 w> for all 2, S E Ii” 
w-> VW) = Yw) +m for all 2, S E R” 
(G3) Lp = 0 in R2. 
The generating solution v(Z) nlays the same role for (3.6) as the variable 
x = s + in plays for the Cauchy-Riemann system of equations. 
The proof of the following theorem is rather detailed and is delayed until 
the last section. 
THEOREM 3.1. A generating solutiolt exists for L. 
We now establish further properties of the generating solution. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The generating solution also satisJies (for all Z, S in R2), 
(G4) YL(z>~~ = 3w-> &&z)M = rcf$~(Z) 
kG-)E = &w-) 94/(-w = -w!/(Z) 
AD7 P(S) = P(S) vuz>, Yw-) P(S) = P(S) A(Z) 
w-) A(S> = VUS) vv> 
$(a $w7 = I?/ w-> 
(G5) Conditions (G2) and (G4) hold with Q replaced by y. 
Proof: Suppose A is an m X m matrix satisfying 
A+(Z) = #(Z)A 
for all Z in R”. Then for any real number h, 
Letting h tend to zero, we conclude that for all Z, 
4h(Z) = AmA‘ 
With this observation and (G2), (G4) b ecomes clear. Condition (G5) follows 
from the definition 50 = Z + E#. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. If S f Z, the matrix v(S) - ~(2) is invertible. For Jixed 
S the function 
VP> = MS) - 9@)1r1 
satisfies Lv = 0 for Z # S. There exist real constants y5 , y6 such that 
VW II Y(S) - d-a < Y5 I s - z I for all S, Z E R2 
(G7) Il[v(S) - q~(Z)]-~ll < y6 I S - Z 1-l for all S, ZE R2 with Z f S. 
Proof. The matrix 
94s) - 9)(Z) = (S - Z) + ww) - ?@I 
clearly has the inverse (since Er = 0), 
T-1 
[q-(S) - q(Z)]-’ = go (-1)” (S - Z)-k-l E”[#(S) - #(Z)]“. (3.7) 
Let U(Z) = v(S) - p)(Z). Th en uv = I, and using the commutativity properties 
we have 
0 = L(uv) = (Lu)v + u(Lv) = u(Lv). 
Thus Lv = 0 wherever u is invertible. To prove (G6), we observe that 
II v(S) - dZ)ll < II s - z II + II W) - wx 
Thus (G6) follows from (2.2) and the fact that $. and &, are bounded. To 
prove (G7) we make estimates on (3.7), 
T-l 
Ilk@> - d-W’ II G & bz I S - Z I)-“-’ II Ek II II VW) - WY 
T-1 
<(constant)C IS-ZI-k-lIS-ZIk 
k=O 
< (constant) ] S - Z 1-l. 
It should be pointed out that the matrix [p?(S) - ~+~(2)]-1 commutes with 
any matrix that commutes with [v(S) - v(Z)]. Moreover, any matrix that 
commutes with lV also commutes with the matrix constant Q given by (2.5) 
since Q can be approximated by Riemann sums which are given in terms of 
M and its inverse. 
The product y5ys of the constants in (G6) and (G7) is at least as large as 
d2 since 2 
?a2 = II An II = I/MS) - dZN[9@) - d-w1 II 
~KIS--ZIh=/S--ZI-l =zYs. 
This fact will be of importance in Theorems 4.6 and 4.7. 
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Let v be an m x ~;a matrix of class C1 which commutes with z’, and v, f 
and for which v, v, , vV all commute with M, E, P. Then an easy induction 
argument shows that for integral n, the formula 
L(7P) = nvyLv) 
holds if n > 0, and if 12 < 0, the formula is valid provided v is invertible. 
Thus for integral 72 the powers 
are solutions of ~5.w = 0, with the requirement Z + Z, if n is negative. 
Consider a series of the form 
where each A, is m x s. For each term we have the estimate 
Termwise differentiation of (3.8) with respect to x yields the series 
and for each term we have (since p3. is bounded) 
II $94z> - PvrJ)l’z-l PZV) 42 II < ( constant) n(y&-l 1 Z - Z, j71-r j/ -4, I\ 
A similar estimate holds for differentiation with respect to 3’. Define p by 
p-l = lim sup(II il, (l)l’n. 
n 
Then (3.8) and (3.9) both converge absolutely and uniformly inside compacr 
subsets of the disk 
I z - zo I < PI% . (3.10) 
Hence (3.8) represents a solution of Lw = 0 inside the disk (3.10), and the 
series may be differentiated termwise there. In Section 4 it is shown that con- 
versely any C1 solution of Lw = 0 in a neighborhood of Z, has a local expansion 
about Z,, of the form (3.8). 
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4. FUNCTION THEORY 
Following is a Green’s formula. We write dn = V, do + v, dy. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Q be a regular domain, with u, zu E cl(o), v F Cl(p), 
where u, w, v are matrix valued functions of appropriate dimensions so that the 
multiplication uvw is defked. Then 
s udvw = [(uxvu - u,p.J w + u(q,w2 - VOWS)] dx dy. (4-l) r 
(Note that the order (dv)w = v,w dx + vuw dy is important.) 
Proof. First assume v E C’(P). The ordinary Green’s theorem gives 
r udvw = -r s r (m,w) dx + (qw) d>l 
which yields (4.1) since upon expansion of the last integrand the terms involving 
zlzV cancel one another. If v is only in Cr(R2), one can approximate v by a sequence 
of functions (v,~} in P(R*) such that v,~ , v,,, , and a,,, converge to a, v, , 
and v, , respectively, uniformly in D. (See [l, p. 4-61.) Thus (4.1) follows by 
a limiting process. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let q~ be a generating solution for L. Then 
.r ,s--z,= b(S) - dZ)l-’ ddS) = 0. E 
Proof. Expanding as in (3.7), we obtain 
[V-W - dzN-’ (do) 
T-l 
= (S - 2)-l dS + c (-l)k (S - Z)-‘;-I E”[#(S) - #(z)]” dS 
k=l 
(4.2) 
7-l 
+ & (-1)‘” (S - Z)+l @[4(S) - #(Z)]” E d+(S). 
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Since Er = 0, and since E commutes with 4, 
T-1 
= (S - Z)-1 dS + C ((-l)k W(h(S - Z)-“-I E”[#(S) - #(Z)]” dS 
k=l 
- h(S - Z)-k E”[#(S) - 9(Z)]“-’ d+(S)} 
T-l 
= (S - 2)-l dS - C (-1)” h-ld((S - Z)-I; E”[$(S) - #(Z)-jk}. 
k=l 
The integral around j S - Z j = E of the total differential vanishes. Hence 
s ,s--z,=E MS> - dW1 40) = l,s -=I= (8 - v1 ds E 
THEOREM 4.3. Let zo be an m x s matG in Cl(A??), with .Q regular, and let p 
be a generating solution fey L. Then for Z in 0, 
w(z) = 9-l s, b(s) - dzll-’ (do) 4s) 
- 0-l f=j W) - dZ>l-” dWW(~) 8 4. (4.3) 
-s) 
Proof. Fix Z in 9, and let Q2, be th e d omain Q with a small disk of radius E 
about Z deleted. Apply (4.1) (with x and y replaced by 4 and 7) to the domain Q, 
and with u(S) = [v(S) - y(Z)]-l, ZI = q. We note that 
.r,,, h4S) - dz)l-l @P)(S) 49 
= ss r9m - da-’ %7w@4w 8 6. (4.4) 0, 
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We apply (4.2) and (G7) to obtain 
IIS ~~~~~~~ r94s) - dz)lpl (+Ns) W(S) - QW(Z) ii 
< (constant) J 
IS-ZI=c I S - Z I-’ II 49 dS + in@) 4 II II 4s) - wW)ll. 
Since vc and qz+, are bounded, the last integral in (4.5) is dominated by an 
expression of the form 
(constant) ,;~z= II4s) - w(z)11 E 
which tends to zero with E because w is continuous. Thus by letting E tend to 
zero in (4.4) we obtain (4.3). 
COROLLARY 4.4 (Cauchy Integral Formula). Let 9 be regular, w E cl@) n 
C(o), and Lw = 0 in 52. Then fm Z in fin, 
w(Z) = Q-l jr hW - d-W1 (dv)(S) w(S). (4.6) 
LEMMA 4.5. Let S2 be regular, w E Cl@) n C(D), and Lw = 0 in 52. Then 
s (dv) w = 0. r (4.7) 
Proof. Set u = I, v = v in (4.1). The right side vanishes since vz/wz - 
pJxwv = q$(Lw) = 0. 
THEOREM 4.6 (Taylor Series). Let w be of class Cl and satisfy Lw = 0 in 
the disk / Z - Z,, / < 6, . Then the smies 
where 
A,=Q-‘j ,s-z,,=s [P(S) - d20>1-“-1 W(S) w(S) (S -=c so>, (4.9) 
converges to w(Z) ecnz$mnly for Z contained in compact subsets of 1 Z - Z, 1 < 
WY5Y.5)’ 
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Proof. Substitute the expansion 
+ [V(S) - 94~)1-” [P,(S) - 46J)l-n-1 h@I - P,(‘G>l”+” 
into (4.6), with r the circle 1 S - 2, [ = 6 < 6,) to obtain 
w(Z) = f [&q - ~(-&J]” A4, + R@> 
k=O 
X’ 
s 
,s-z,,=d [v(S) - 94w1 MS) - dzo>l-“-l @PW) dS). 
Elementary estimates imply 
(1 R,(Z)(i < (constant)& 1 Z - Z0 (n+l) 
Thus R,(Z) tends to zero uniformly in any region of the form ysya / Z-Z, / 6-l < 
c < 1. Lemma 4.5 implies that A, as defined by (4.9) is independent of 6 
provided 0 < 6 < So . 
THEOREM 4.7 (Laurent Series). Let EU be of class C1 and satisfy Lw = 0 
in the punctured disk 0 < 1 Z - Z, / < 6, . Then the series 
where A, is given by (4.9), converges to w(Z) uniformly for Z contained in compact 
subsets of 0 < I Z - Z, / < 8,/(y5y6). 
Proof. Fix Z temporarily and choose ,q , p2 such that 0 < 6, < / Z - Z, / < 
6, < 6, . Then Cauchy’s formula yields 
w(Z) = Q-l 1 . ,s-z ,=* he) - dZ)l-’ @Qw) w(S) 
0 2 
-Q-l/ ,s--z ,=6 MS) - dZ>I-’ NW) 43. 
0 1 
(4.11) 
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In the first integral of (4.11) we expand [v(S) - v(Z)]-l as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.6. In the second integral we write 
[&3) - p(.zy = ;g, [v,(S) - dzo)1-k-1 [v(Z) - ~G)l” 
+ [v,(S) - P,(W’ MS) - daln MZ> - d4J-“* 
Estimates in the second integral are similar to those in the first integral, and 
we omit the details. 
5. EXISTENCE OF GENERATING SOLUTION 
Theorem 3.1 will now be proved. Let p be an m x s matrix valued function 
satisfying, for all Z, , Z, E 1w”, 
II P(Zl> - PG)ll < K I Zl - &A Ia, (5.1) 
where K > 0 and 0 < 01 < 1. Also assume 
p(Z) = 0 for 1 Z/ > R. (5.2) 
Formally, we define operators Y, 9, by 
(9-p)(Z) = 2Q-VW1 j-1 (S - Z)-l ,@) dt dT 
RZ 
(5.3) 
(Yp)(Z) s 2Q-w-1 P.V. 
If 
(S - Z)-2 p(S) dt dq 
RZ 
G 2pVlF ;+i JJs-z,,E (S - -w2 P(S) de 6 (5.4) 
(In (5.4), the letters “P.V.” refer to the well known “Cauchy principal value.“) 
We also define the following matrix constant, 
& = J;r,ilZ-’ dz. (5.5) 
It is clear from their definitions (see (2.5)) that the matrices Q and Q commute 
with each other and with M, E, and P. (Each of the Riemann sums approximating 
Q and Q have these properties.) 
In order to manipulate the integrals 9-f and 9~ we need a few identities: 
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LEMMA 5.1. We leave tlze identities, 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
s 
In 
(cos 6I - sin fIM-l)-s d0 = 0. (5.Sj 
0 
Proof. To prove (5.6), we note that the quantity Z-r dz - Z-!zdZ is a 
total differential, since 
Z-l dz - Z-zz dZ = (Z-‘z), dx + (Z-‘Z), dy. 
To evaluate (5.7), we apply Green’s theorem to the quantity 
to obtain 
Z-” dx dy = 
s 
Z-1 dy - 
s 
z-1 c$J = 0, 
lZl=Q i ZI=r, 
since the quantity Z-r dy = (cos BI - sin BM-l)-l cos B d0 is independent of 
j Z j. Finally, temporarily denoting the left side of (5.5) as C, we have 
0 = sJ1<,z,-,, Z-’ df dy = Lz r--l I’ (COS BI - sin ~IIP)-~ do A 
, \ 
Hence C = 0. 
=.I 
.2 
r-T dr = Clog 2. 
1 
The singularity of the kernel for the operator 9 is of a well known type 
and we are assured that the principal value (5.4) actualIy exists, as the next 
lemma shows: 
LEMMA 5.2. The pl-incipal value (Yp)(Z) exists fey. all Z in R”, Yp is in H, : 
and Spp is bounded in R2. 
Proof. The operator 9 is a convolution operator with kernel 
z-2 = r%(Z) (P=!Z/) 
where w is defined by 
w(Z) = G(xI - yM-1)-2 = (cos BI - sin QIW1)-*. (5.9) 
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Also, w satisfies the conditions 
(i) w E P(R2 - ((0, 0))) 
(ir) w(E 2) = W(Z) for all E > 0 
(iii) Jizl=l w(Z) d0 = 0. 
(Condition (iii) is (5.8).) It . 1s well known that for p satisfying (5.1) and (5.2) 
and for kernels satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) the principal value (L+)(Z) exists 
and Sp is in Ha. (See [lo, p. 50, problem 6.91, and also [3, 111.) If 1 2 1 3 2R, 
then 
(yp)(Z) = 2Q-9-l .Ts,,,<R (S - Z)-’ P(S) df 4, 
, 
and (2.2) and the fact that p is bounded imply that 
II(~ < (constant) JJs,,, I S - 2 I-* d5 4 
\ 
< (constant) R-“(rR*). 
If 1 2 1 < 2R, we apply (5.2) and (5.7) to obtain 
(UP) = ZQ-94-l !z ss,,,,;<,, (S - Z>-* b(S) - P(Z)I d-t 4. . . 
Then (2.2) and (5.1) imply that 
IIC~PPII d (const=4 JJ ,S--Z,<3R I S - Z I--2+n dS 4 . 
= (constant) 
JJ 1Si63R 
I S I-*+~ d,$ dq. 
The last integral is a finite constant. Hence 9’~ is bounded. 
The integral (5.3) exists in the ordinary sense, and in fact represents a function 
with derivatives in H,: 
LEMMA 5.3. The integral (Yp)(Z) converges absolutely for all Z in R”. 
Moreoeer, (Fp)= and (Fp), exist at all points. These derivatives are in H, and 
we have the formulas 
& (Fp) = Yp - Q-qp. (5.11) 
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Proof. Let w(Z) = (Yp)(Z). Th en elementary estimates and (2.2j imply 
Since I/ p(S)]1 is bounded, the integral exists for all Z. In order to compute 
the derivatives of w, we write H = hI - kM-1, and form a difference quotient 
to obtain 
fW4Z + W - w(Z)1 - (~P)W 
= 2Q-lM-lP.V. JjJ (H-l[(S - Z - H)-1 
I 
- (S - Z)-11 -R;s - Z)-2) p(S) d( d?;;. 
We note the identity 
(5.12) 
H-l[(S - Z - H)-1 - (S - Z)-I] - (S - Z)-p 
= (S - Z)-I(,!? - Z - H)-’ - (S - Z)-2 
= (5’ - Z)-l[(S - Z - H)-l - (S - Z>-11 
= (S - Z)-2(S - Z - H)-lH. (5.13) 
Choose RI so that R, > R + ( Z 1. Then observing (5.2) and (5.13) we have 
H-l[w(Z + H) - w(Z)] - (Yp)(Z) = u(Z, H) p(Z) + u(Z, H) (5.14) 
where 
u(Z, H) z 2Q-VW1 P.V. ~~s-z,cR1 (H-l[(S - Z - H)-l 
- (S - Z)-l] - (S - Z)-2> dt dq (5.15) 
x W&V - p(Z)1 df 4. 
Because of (5.7) and formula (2.7) (with w(S) = s - Z), we have 
(5.16) 
4-Z W = X-lM-l j-j-,,<, H-l[(S - 2 - H)-l - (S - Z)-I) dt dT 
’ 1 
=H-1 z+n-Q-l 
L i IS-ZI=R, 
(S-Z-H)-l(S-Z)dS 
- ’ + ‘-‘s,,&, 1 
(S - Z)-l (S - Z) dS’] 
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= H-lfj - Q-l 
s ,S--Z,=R H-W - z - HI-l 1 
- (S - Z)-l](s - 2) dS 
=H-lff--0-l . 
- 1 IS-ZI=R, 
(S-Z)-“(S-Z)dS+o(lH[) 
= H-lff - Q-l& + o(I H 1). (5.17) 
(The last step in (5.17) is due to (5.6) an d a change of variables.) Let R, satisfy 
R, > R, + 1 Z (. Then, using (5.1) and (2.2), 
x IS-Z-HI-lJHId[drl (5.18) 
G (constant) I H I J/,s,,R, 1 S - Z )--2+a / S - Z - H 1-l d5 dq. 
The last integral in (5.18) is known to be O(j H la-i) ([12, p. 391). Thus 
(1 v(Z, H)ll < (constant) ( H Ia. (5.19) 
Now combining (5.14), (5.17), and (5.19) we have 
H-l[w(Z + H) - w(Z)] = (Yp)(Z) + (H-li?f - Q-l$) p(Z) + o(I H 1). (5.20) 
If we let H = IzI = i7 in (5.20) and let H -+ 0, we obtain 
(Fp)x = Yf + p - Q-l&. (5.21) 
If H = (0, K) SC -klWl, R = k&l-l, and H---f 0, we obtain 
--M(Fp), = cYp - p - Q-l&. (5.22) 
Thus, by Lemma 5.2, (.FP)~ and (Fp), are in H, . Equations (5.10) and (5.11) 
follow from (5.21) and (5.22). 
Now by following a procedure of Douglis [4], it is easy to construct a gener- 
ating solution for L. We define 
and 
Pk = - UP) ~(&Ic-l,Y), k = l,..., Y - 1, 
p(Z) = z + -&l(Z) + &-Q-) + ... + E’-+J,-,(Z) 
V-1 
t)(Z) 3 1 Ewpk(Z). 
k=l 
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It is clear from Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and formulas (5.21), (5.22) that (Gl) holds, 
and with conditions (3.5) it follows that (G2) also is valid. To verify (G3), 
we apply (5.10) and obtain 
since ET = 0. 
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